
onday, June 26 found a
group of seminarians
descending upon O’Hare

Airport from every corner of Chicago.
They had just made the journey from
the seminary to the Windy City on the
previous day so as to be sure not to
miss the flight which was to bear them
to their long-awaited destination: the
continent of Europe. Excitement had
been building for some days and now
the plane awaited them. There were
nineteen seminarians, a brother, and
two priests, Fathers Carlos Urrutigoity
and Juan Carlos Iscara, both of whom
are professors from Winona. These
priests, natives of the Argentine, were
setting out to do what no seminary
professors from the United States had
yet done, that is, take a group of
seminarians and give them a 61-day
course on the history and culture of
Christendom.

By two o’clock the next afternoon,
a group of tired but expectant
seminarians had their feet firmly
planted on the sacred soil of Rome. For
most it was the first time they had come
to the Eternal City where Saints Peter
and Paul had watered the ground with
their blood. At last they were at the
very heart of Christendom to study
what Rome had given to the world.

But what did they find? The glory
that was Rome had become desolate.

Monuments and churches
spoke of the greatness of her
past, but Rome had been
given over to the modern
world with all its errors and
now found itself only a
shadow of what it once had
been. It was the same all over
Europe. After visiting several
cities in Italy, the seminarians
continued their journey north
of the Alps, to Switzerland,
France, Germany, Austria,
and the Czech Republic. The
glories of a Catholic past
stood side by side with the
infidelity and immorality of a
liberal present. What had
happened? 

Europe had abandoned
her Catholic heritage, she
had dropped the torch which
for centuries had enlightened
the entire world. What was to
be done? Could this group of American
seminarians pick up the torch that
Europe had dropped so as to help keep
the Faith and culture of Catholicism
alive until Rome decides to raise that
torch anew and continue her mission to
enlighten the world? To do that, it was
necessary to discover what it was that
Europe had abandoned, to seek the
foundation of European civilization,
which is the Catholic Faith.

In some small measure,
the seminarians were able to
catch a glimpse of the Europe
that Catholicism had built. Yet
even this was insufficient to
understand Europe. To truly
understand Europe, the
seminarians had to understand
the roots of Catholicism itself.
The Church, founded by Christ
in the fullness of time, was not
only a continuation of Israel;
she bore within herself the
missions of three great peoples:
the Jews, the Greeks, and the
Romans. Thus, it was not by
chance that Christ came during
the time of the Roman Empire
when Greek thought had been
well established and
disseminated throughout the
known world. The Holy Cross,
upon which Christ redeemed
the world, bore upon it the title
of His kingship in three
tongues: Hebrew, Greek, and
Latin, and this was by Divine
Providence. 

It only remained for the
seminarians to understand the role of
these three cultures in the constitution
of the Church’s traditional thought and
spirituality. On this foundation, the
Church built Christendom, the triumph
of the Cross, which flourished in the
Middle Ages, a time when Christ’s rule
over all things was the most clearly
manifested to the world. Thus, the
seminarians studied the Middle Ages,
to rediscover the height of Catholic

culture and spirituality. Then, the
decline began with the Renaissance,
and ever since the Church’s command
over thought and culture declined more
and more until her influence collapsed
at the Second Vatican Council. This
was the lesson the seminarians had to
learn in Europe, a difficult lesson, but
one necessary to learn if American
seminarians are to play their part in
preserving the Faith.Ω
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19 Seminarians Tour Europe 
Harvest of lessons from glories past to present desolation
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Seminarians at Pompeii:  Fr. Urrutigoity explains to the seminarians the Roman idea of
the city.  Pompeii was a city that was buried in volcanic ash in 57 A.D.  Because of its
sudden destruction, its basic structure remains intact.

Members of the Seminary Schola pictured at
St. Clement’s Church in Rome. They imagine
themselves filling the air with the melodious
sounds of Gregorian Chant as the early
Christians once did.

“And if I be lifted up from
the earth, I will draw all

things unto myself.”
hen Our Lord Jesus Christ said these words to his disciples, what
exactly did he mean by “all things”? 

“I Am the Way, the Truth , and the Life”
Firstly, we all know as Catholics that the Church is the Mystical Body of

Christ. Now, since Christ Himself is the Truth, therefore only His Body has
rights to all truth. And based on this, the Church from Her earliest days has taken
all the truth which Providence had prepared for Her at the time of Christ and
illuminated it through the Mystery of the Incarnation.

This vision of reality was prepared for well before the advent of our
Redeemer, both from the Old Testament religion, which gave us our spirituality
and revelation, and from the great civilizations of Greece and Rome. Hence the
title we bear—“Roman” Catholics. 

In fact, a more accurate title describing what the Church is founded upon is
Hebrew-Greco-Roman. This is verified by the fact that while Jesus was on the
cross, the inscription “Jesus Christ, King of the Jews” was written in Hebrew,
Greek and Latin languages. Although unable to visit the Holy Land or Greece,
the seminarians were shown how these two tied in with the Roman element. 
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Hebrew Prophecy
Firstly, the Hebrews were the elect

of God, pilgrims of the earth, chosen to
carry and obey the Old Law and
Revelation, and to prophesy, throughout
the course of their journey, concerning
the Anointed One to come. God was to
be their King and Heaven their
Homeland. Unfortunately, by the time
the Redeemer did arrive, the Pharisees
and Saducees had all but corrupted the
spiritual understanding of their vocation.

Greek Thought
Further north, Greece had been

chosen by Providence to be the race of
the great thinkers. The Greek Man was
considered the Homo Theoreticus—the

perceiving man, because the Greeks,
especially with Plato and Aristotle, had
basically exhausted the realm of
speculative thought, getting as close to
the Creator as was rationally possible.
The Greek man, as opposed to the
modern man, believed in reason as a
true means of knowing reality. He
advanced to heights of “theory,” i.e.
perception of reality, that had until the
fourth century B.C. not yet been
achieved. Thus they revealed a peaceful
element characteristic of these ancient
men; for peace is ‘tranquillitas ordinis’,
tranquillity of order.

Roman Government
After such a philosophical achieve-

ment, the men of Rome began to
develop the political thought necessary
to establish these great ideas in the
‘civitas’, the city. The Roman Man was

termed the Homo Conditor,
the founding man; a very
practical man, not in the
pragmatic sense, but rather
as one who brings newness
to reality by establishing,
completing, and sustaining
the physical world. For the
Romans, no work was more
divine than founding and
maintaining cities. The city,
as well as agricultural
activity, was said to
spiritualize the earth, since
it most imitated the work of
the gods. This was
explained to the
seminarians when they
visited Pompeii and
especially the Roman
Forum. There they saw how
the Romans themselves
believed their city to have
been established in a
‘divine’ way, by
intervention of the gods.
This was most clearly
evident in the Temple, a
space created for the
invisible world of the gods

to be made present through the sacred
rites of a codified liturgy. 

Rome, the “Eternal City”
Then through the Incarnation, the

eternal city of the gods became the
Eternal City of the True God. Most
striking to the seminarians was the fact
that the Christian Basilicas of Rome,
such as St. Clement’s and St. Mary
Major’s, had no other source than the
ancient Roman basilica, originally the
sacred law court of the Romans, using
the same architectural structure but
supernaturalized through the Mystery of
Christ. Since Law was something very
sacred to the Romans, the Church easily
built upon the analogy: the Lawgiver is
Christ, the Law court is the Basilica, the
ceremony of founding a city becomes
the consecration of a church, the law
oaths become the sacraments, etc..
Besides this, the governmental system
used by the Church is essentially the
Roman system.

From these three fundamental
sources, that is Hebrew prophesy, Greek
thought and Roman government, our
American priests of the future will draw
great benefits as they seek to bring back
“all things” in Christ. He was the first to
lay claim to all things, for “through Him
all things were made”.  Ω

n various countries of Europe, the
seminarians were exposed, some
for the first time, to the

monuments and some of the principal
ideas of the Middle Ages. It gave them
the opportunity to study the high point
of Christendom and the way of looking
at things which characterized the
medieval Catholic. The Middle Ages
might well be considered as the triumph
of the Cross, a time when the dogmas of
the Faith found their incarnation in an
entire civilization. 

How so? After the collapse of the
Roman Empire in the West, as the light

of classical learning dimmed before the
onslaught of barbarism, the Church
found herself as the guardian and
teacher of all the truths of the ancient
past. As civilization had collapsed, it
was the Church which began rebuilding,
but this time civilization would be built
upon the law of Christ. Thus, through
the conversion of the barbarian kings,
Clovis in France and Ethelbert in
England to name but two, the pagan or
heretical barbarians began to construct
the world order willed by God, that of
Christendom. 

Seminarians Observe the
Beginnings of the Monasteries
In the monasteries, the light of the

ancient world burned still, and it was the
Benedictine order, especially, which set
to work preserving the past and
converting the barbarians. So it was that
the seminarians visited the Abbey of
Monte Cassino, founded by Saint
Benedict himself as the mother abbey of
Benedictine monasticism, as well as the
monastery of Subiaco, where the Father
of Western monasticism spent three
years as a hermit before he began the
organization of monks. This order
dedicated to contemplation was to bear
much fruit. It was a Benedictine pope,
Saint Gregory the Great, who sent a
delegation of Benedictines led by Saint
Augustine to convert the Anglo-Saxons.
They were so successful that nearly all
the future English cathedrals were also
Benedictine abbeys, Canterbury being
the most prominent. It was another
Benedictine, Saint Boniface, who
became the great apostle to the
Germans. It is perhaps a paradox,
but it was the monk dedicated to
contemplation who was able to build a
Catholic society so stable that it was to
last a thousand years. The medieval man

never lost sight of the fact that
contemplation was the basis of action.
The stability and perennial value of his
works prove that he was right.

Christ Permeates All Aspects 
of Life in the Medieval Man

And what did the seminarians find
when they visited the cathedrals and the
churches built during that age of faith?
What did they discover as they pondered
over those ages so contemptuously
called “middle” or “dark” by the experts
of the modern age? The seminarians did
not find Sunday Catholics here, rather
the seminarians found men with a
vision. Medieval man took all that was
best in the ancient world, from the
Greeks, the Romans and the Jews, and
synthesized it into the Catholic Vision of
reality. For the medieval, all that was
true in the pagans, especially the Greeks
and Romans, pointed to Christ, and so
Virgil and Cicero became precursors of
Christ in the natural order. Their words,
so full of natural truth, were assumed
into the Religion founded by Truth
Incarnate. Medieval man did not study
literature or the sciences as fields
separate from God and the Divine. He
saw all in the light of the Incarnation.

The Height of Christendom: The Cross Triumphant

S Chateau de Baronville S
Priests and Seminarians  were most graciously given lodging for a week in this spacious
French chateau—Chateau de Baronville.  The Count and Countess de Rougé treated
their guests like royalty in this chateau fit for a king.  Due to the many financial pressures
of the French Government, these descendants of Royalty must sacrifice many things in
order to maintain their heritage.  Priests and seminarians were as grateful for the lesson
in fidelity as for the generous hospitality. At the far right is Mr. Bourmaud, owner of a
charter service which transported the priests and seminarians throughout Europe.

Seminarians attend a sung Mass at the High Baroque altar of the Child Jesus of
Prague at Our Lady of Victories Church in Prague, Czech Republic.

Seminarians Paul Kominsky, Matthew Kenny, Rev. Mr. Allan Mullan and Basel
Sarweh at Subiaco, where St. Benedict retreated from the world. His“Monastic
Rule” gave impetus to the Christianization of the pagan, European/Roman
empire.
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All was united under the reign of
Theology, the Queen of all the sciences.
It was no accident that the Middle Ages
produced the likes of Saint Thomas
Aquinas, a saint whose works are
unsurpassed for their balance and clarity
of thought. 

Like the ancients, medieval man
realized that he was a social animal and
that all authority whereby men were
governed came from God. In the early
Middle Ages this made itself manifest
in the religious art of those territories
ruled by the Byzantine emperor. In the
Church of San Vitale in Ravenna, Italy,
seminarians saw beautifully wrought
mosaics symbolizing the imperial
power as a participation in the Divine
governing authority of Christ Himself.
In the Latin West, within the abbeys,
men and women gathered themselves
together to pray the prayer of the

Church and sanctify themselves through
community life. This, the seminarians
saw when they visited the abbeys of
Mount Saint Michel and Saint Peter of
Solemnes in France. In villages and
towns, men lived together integral
Catholic lives under their local lords,
each member of society working
towards the common good according to
his station. Men saw themselves as
members not only of Christ’s Mystical
Body, the Church, but also of a
temporal social body such as their town.
The hierarchy of Heaven was to be
mirrored upon earth in both Church and
State.

Grace Builds on Nature
At the cathedral of Chartres, the

seminarians saw a glimpse of the
medieval mind. The medieval man
understood, as perhaps none other
before or since, the importance of the

eminarians visited Florence
because it marks the transition
from the medieval or gothic

period to the Renaissance. While 
Dante was in exile from his native
Florence writing the Divine Comedy,
the last great book of the middle ages, 
a man named Giotto, arguably the first
Renaissance artist, was building the 
bell tower of the cathedral church of
Florence, Santa Maria delle Fiore
(St. Mary of the Flowers), otherwise
known as the Duomo (the Dome).  

But why should the Renaissance
have begun in Florence, with all its
political feuds, and not elsewhere? The
art historian Vasari answers that it was
the “spirit of criticism,” making men
“discontent with mediocrity.” Thus
fierce competition among the craftsmen
pushed each of them to excellence.

Seminarians dicovered that by the
early fifteenth century Florence was
bursting with activity. The famous
Brunelleschi Dome was completed in
1434. In 1430 was built the small Pazzi
chapel in an economical style adjusted
to the scale of man, embodying the
notion that “man is the measure of all
things.” Study of ancient manuscripts
was intense, and for this reason Cosimo
de’Medici built in 1436 a library to
house them at the Dominican monastery
of San Marco, along with an adjoining
church. While visiting this monastery
the seminarians were delighted to see
first-hand the work of Blessed Fra
Angelico, a Dominican monk who
painted one fresco in each monk’s cell,
about thirty frescoes in all, between the
years 1436 and 1445. Here some of the
seminarians gained new appreciation of
images they have known for years. 

The Birth of the Re-birth
Here the seminarians learned that

although the Dominicans of San Marco
were making good use of the newly-
discovered manuscripts of classical
authors just as monks had done for
centuries, unfortunately some other
scholars were turning way from
Christianity. They were seeking a new
vision of the world different from the
medieval vision, or rather what they
falsely thought was the medieval vision,
based on the decadence of life in the
Church around them. Trying to start
afresh, they were returning to classical
sources as if centuries of Christianity
had never existed, as if the Incarnation
had never occurred. Both the good and
bad of these rediscovered ideas took
time to gain artistic expression; Florence
continued to produce artists who
portrayed classical themes with realistic
figures, but otherwise painted in a
medieval style, and the ideas of the
Renaissance (literally rebirth) continued
to have little effect on men’s
imagination.

The Art and Artists
of the Renaissance

It was not until Michelangelo
travelled to Rome around 1500, and was
overcome by the Greek and Roman
sculpture that he saw there, that ancient
art was assimilated and recreated. When
he returned to Florence he was
commissioned by the Florentine
government to produce a gigantic figure
of David, the giant-slayer. However, as
the Renaissance art progresses, the
psychological struggle of the individual
is so emphasized that it dominates the
person depicted.

One often hears that “art is the
mirror of society.” Perhaps

Michelangelo and other artists saw in
society the growing struggle and
anguish which was soon to explode with
the Lutheran revolution? In any event,
during the following centuries, the
Church had to deal with a new problem,
that of competing religious factions.

The Development of the Baroque
Later in the trip when the

seminarians visited post-Reformation
churches in Germany, Austria and
Prague, they were not surprised to find
that the art of the Church changed to
reflect the state of the Church in its new
combat with Protestantism. The
symbolism of the medieval architecture
was adapted to the new situation: while
the seminarians found distinct stories to

medieval churches signifying the church
militant, suffering, and triumphant, the
churches of the baroque era had just one
level, loaded with precious metals,
signifying the triumph of the church
militant. Some Protestants so
emphasized the difference between God
and His creatures that for them creatures
were distractions from God, producing
the empty “spiritual” churches of the
Calvinists. In order to assert that
creatures are in truth a reflection of God
and that by creatures we are led to Him,
there was a multiplication of decoration
in Catholic churches.

Church/State Conflicts in the
Development of Absolutism

This triumphalism by decoration
was employed both by the Church and
by the Crown, as the seminarians saw at
Versailles. Here is a multiplication of
decoration much like that found in
churches, but used for the support of the
French king during the troubled
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.
Here the seminarians realized the
dangers of a state of combat; although
one has to take desperate measures in
order to survive, one may go overboard,
and over time one may begin to consider
those desperate measures as normal. The
French king, in order to support the
French government, had to glorify the
crown, but the king was presented not as
a symbol and representative of Christ as
understood in the Middle Ages, but as
the source of power and authority on his
own. From the emphasis of the king’s
authority arose the notion of absolute
monarchy, independent of the law of
God. The king began to consider
himself the law of the state, so that one
will say that he in his own person is the
state—“L’état, c’est moi.”       Ω

Florence and the Renaissance

visible world in man’s journey towards
God. He saw in visible things symbols
of the supernatural world revealed by
God. He did not arbitrarily decide that
something “symbolized” something
else. No, he realized that certain things
are naturally symbolic. For instance,
water, which cleanses the body, is
naturally a symbol of grace which
cleanses the soul. The cleansing quality
of water is real; it is not a pious device
which has no connection with reality. 

The Seminarians learned at Chartres
that the medieval man had a firm grasp
of the real and natural, and this
expressed itself in painting, in
architecture, and even in music. All the
arts appealed to man according to his
nature. Being symbolic, it appealed first
to the intellect, then to the will, and
lastly to the emotions. This symbolism
was found in all the arts as well as the

Liturgy, which was where
they found their most
perfect expression.

In Rome, the
seminarians visited the
Church of Saint Clement,
the sanctuary and choir of
which date from the early
Middle Ages. Here again
sacred symbolism found
its expression. Here it was
observed how the choir
filled a truly liturgical
function. The Schola
Cantorumwas between
the altar and the people, as
was the universal custom
until the late Middle Ages.
The medieval man was a

liturgical man, as the seminarians
discovered, who, in the spirit of St.
Benedict, made of the Mass and the
Divine Office the very center of his life.

Symbols Drive Home
a Crystal Clear Message

Symbolism allowed medieval man
to see the Divine in all reality. There
was for the medieval no aspect of life
where God was not present. But this
was to pass away at the end of this age
of Faith. The appeal to the intellect gave
way to an appeal to the emotions.
Symbolism collapsed and man became
blind to reality. He could not see the
presence of God in all things. The
natural world and the sciences no longer
were windows to the world of the
Divine. They became ends in
themselves. The universal vision of the
Middle Ages was lost.      Ω

Left: Two of the elder statesmen of the
Seminary pose for a glorious shot
overlooking the city of Florence, Italy.
Between the two is the “Duomo”,  the
fourth largest domed church in the
world, and its freestanding belltower. It
stands at over 300 ft. to the top of the
spire. Completed in the height of the
Renaissance, it still stands as an
architectural feat.   
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Fra Angelico’s “Mockery of Christ”
in the Museo San Marco, Florence.

Seminarians visit Mont Saint Michel, which
originally began as a Benedictine monastery 

in the eighth century.



o, at the end of an eventful and rewarding trip,
the seminarians left Germany for the United
States. It was time now to reflect over the

things which had been so clearly presented by the two
priests who were their guides and to begin to consider
how what they had learned could be put into practice.
There was much indeed to reflect upon. 

Take an analogy: the seminarians must learn from
the physician. When a patient becomes seriously or
even gravely ill, it is not the time to pull out a band-
aid. Such an illness can only be cured by getting at the
root of the problem. For all too long, Westerners have
been trying to cover the symptoms of the illness
which struck Christendom at the waning of the Middle
Ages. Though they had some success, the patient has
finally come to death’s door. Only a deep solution can
heal the illness, one which goes to the depths of the
problem. Traditional Catholics, each one in his own
domain, must help in the restoration of the Church and
the world, to bring them back to that health of spirit
and balance of mind that characterized Catholic
civilization at its height. No compromise is possible at
this late hour. This sense of urgency is the great legacy
of our beloved founder. Thus, it will be up to these
seminarians, as true heirs of Archbishop Lefebvre, to
continue with the work of restoration so courageously
undertaken by our traditional priests. They will need

to put into practice the principles learned during their
seminary training, of which the trip to Europe is but
one small—yet very profitable—part. They will need
to confront this task gently, rationally, but firmly—
just as the Archbishop himself did it.

This is the situation we are living in today. We are
living in the age when the seeds sown in the
Renaissance are being reaped with a
vengeance. So the seminarians must ask
themselves, what is to be done?

The answer lies in returning to the
balance reached at the high point of
Christian civilization: “Civilization is
neither to be invented nor to be built on the
clouds. It existed and still exists: it is the
Christian civilization, the Catholic city. It is
only a question of restoring it upon its
natural and divine foundations: instaurare
omnia in Christo” (St. Pius X, letter on the
Sillon). This does not mean that
Catholics must return to medieval times
in all their material aspect.Technology is
something which will not go away, and
besides, many of the scientific discoveries
since the Renaissance have their value.
Thus, we cannot live as if the past five
hundred years never happened. There is no

need for everyone to dress like the
medievals or to live in medieval-type
houses. However, there must be a return to
the ideas of the Middle Ages. The
contemplative life must be restored to its
primacy in the life of man. Without this
contemplation, man will not be able even to
understand what is real. Action is but the fruit
of this contemplation. The liturgy must
recover its importance in the spiritual life.
Archbishop Lefebvre had this thought very
much in mind when he stated that the Liturgy
was to be the center and foundation for the life
of the Society of St. Pius X.

The arts must rise above the sentiments
and appeal once more to the intellect.

Symbolism must be restored if we are to restore the
sacredness of the worship of God. Also, the respect
for nature must be re-established, as St. Pius X said in
the above quote. In other words, man must respect
and cultivate. It is rather that man must respect and
cultivate the nature that God has given him if this
nature is to be perfected by grace. Nature is not to be
despised. We must draw again from the founts of our
Catholic heritage, from the wisdom of the Greeks and
Romans. We must become civilized again.   

We warmly thank all benefactors who enabled us
to learn these lessons, and we trust that the benefits of
our European journey will be shared with them when
we are priests.           Ω

he Seminarians concluded their tour in the
city of Berlin, so they could review what they
had seen.  This was achieved by visiting the

Pergamon Museum, a museum with its magnificent
Greek and Roman artefacts and sculptures, such as
the massive Pergamon Altar.  Also the Bode
Museum, containing numerous works of art
of the Mannerist, Baroque, and Rococo
styles. The seminarians then finished their
course on art at the New Gallery museum of
modern art, to see the total devastation of art. 

In this modern art museum the seminarians saw
that in a “what you see is what you get” society,
people have lost their sense of symbol (unlike the
people of the Middle Ages) or even allegory
(characteristic of the Renaissance) and have replaced
that with occultism or nihilism.

AArrtt  MMiirrrroorrss  SSoocciieettyy

In art, this was seen in Impressionism, which is a
blurring of the distinct reality of things.  Then art lent
itself to being a weapon against a society, a society
which has turned out to have so many problems.

Usually the object chosen is some crude or lewd
subject, in order to shock the established bourgeois
class. An example of this was expressed by Max
Beckman in his “Tod”—“Death”, in which there is a
corpse in a rugged coffin with two candles, but with

all the other regular customs of life continuing, in a
very cold, crude, and disordered manner. It is the
expression of a totally lifeless existence. In the
picture, the Cross is upside down, like the upside

down gothic Cross of the well-known “peace”
symbol.  This is a far cry from the tranquillity of

order achieved by the Greeks and Romans.
Then the seminarians saw art evolve to Cubism, a

total reduction and destruction of the figure to
different planes. This seems to be what many moderns
do in their minds by reducing the aspects of their life
into different planes or compartments.

The trip was also concluded in Berlin so the
seminarians could get a true sense and feeling of the
modern city, for Berlin is a type of the modern city, a
city built in the wake of the Industrial Revolution,
which was a society that made their science their faith.
As one seminarian said, “All the ‘-isms’ of the modern
world are contained in one way or another in Berlin.”

BBeerrlliinn,,  tthhee  MMooddeerrnn  CCiittyy

Berlin is a city with over four hundred years of
Protestantism as its legacy. So it has been built on
principles contrary to the Faith, and now one can see
that the seeds of rebellion that Protestantism planted
have grown over the years into a huge patch of weeds
explicitly denying the Catholic Faith, or even faith in
anything. An example of this was one of the locations
where the seminarians had one of their many
conferences: in the bombed-out ruins of a thirteenth
century Gothic church. Although the roof is missing,
one can still see the Gothic architecture and structure
and the lessons which it conveyed. Now it has been

T
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Seminarians observe the modern art in a
bombarded 12th century Gothic church in Berlin.

Berlin: the city without a soul

During their stay at Ecône, seminarians made a trip to
Menzingen, Switzerland to spend a day with Bishop
Fellay, the Society’s new Superior General.

Back to the Middle Ages?
Yes and No!

“Death”—a modern painting by Max Beckman
displaying the graphic depravity of modern art.

converted into a park, and some pieces of modern art
have been placed in it. By this it seemed that the
modern city does not bother to fight the Church any
more by destroying it, but merely ignores it by making
it into a park where people can visit without having
any idea what it was about.

LLiiffeelleessss  CCiittyy,,  LLiiffeelleessss  PPeeooppllee

It was as if the city spoke death and destruction
wherever the seminarians went. The seminarians were
surprised to find lifeless people depicted in the works
of modern art hanging in the museums, but they were
even more surprised to see these lifeless people
walking up and down the streets of Berlin. It seemed
that the people in the streets of Berlin had stepped out
of the pictures in Berlin’s modern-art gallery. Even
though they walked and talked and went to work, they
still seemed to be spiritually dead people living totally
meaningless lives.

The seminarians found that this “New City” of
modern civilization seemed to be very old, cold, and
dead. Sorrow and despair filled the air, breathing
death and decay everywhere. The cold concrete
buildings even when new, seemed to be in ruins.     Ω

Priests and seminarians from Winona at the Society’s first
Seminary in Ecône, Switzerland. They are striving to walk
faithfully in the footsteps of their founder, Archbishop
Marcel Lefebvre, to pass down what they received from him.


